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G'day

everyone, Tuesday, the 2nd of July,  2024, Club Grubbery Eme again. You'll be seeing this on Wednesday, the 3rd
of July,  because last night we interviewed and put on air, uh, Gigi Foster and that interview is going gangbusters, 
Johnny Lada, how amazing is Gigi Foster?

Unbelievable. Uh, and especially, uh, under the, uh,  under the difficulty that, uh, she would have, uh, faced on 
that panel, uh, not an easy task, uh, to go up against all those people that are essenEally, uh, of, of an alternate 
viewpoint.

So,  uh,  being an economist, not, not a medical, uh, professional, once again, you know, everything was stacked 
against her. Uh, she's a champion of the people, a champion of common sense. And, uh, wonderful, wonderful, 
uh, effort there on, uh,

Sunday night.  Really was a wonderful effort. And she stayed in a line, which was based around the economic and
social impacts, which is her charter.

And man, it was amazing. And last night's interview with her is, as I said, going off Philip Altman, another Altman 
report, we haven't had one of these for about 30 years. Where have you been Phil?

Well, I've been moving house, but so I've, I've been busy, but I've been trying to get my substacks out.

Well, man, oh man, boy, uh, do we need people like you at the moment because the informaEon is starEng to 
roll out thick and fast, isn't it?

It is. You can, you can sense  a change in the narraEve.  Um, if anyone is watching YouTube and so forth and 
watching the Senate hearings of Fauci and so forth and  watching especially the interview. There was an 
interview with  Dr. ScoX Atlas, who was  one of the chief covid advisors to President Trump along with Fauci and 
Burks.

And he gave a wonderful two hour interview, which is on YouTube. I put it on my sub stack and he reveals what 
went on behind the curtains and  It isn't preXy. Uh, there was no science, very liXle science, behind the 
recommendaEons and the policies that, uh, uh, were coming down from the U. S. CDC, uh, which, uh, the world 
suffered because of this.

And now it's slowly being revealed,  the truth, uh, of, of how this COVID mess really happened.

Yeah. If only we could get more and more people to take noEce of it, because it's there for all to say, it's not, it's 
hard to hide it now. It's like a festering boil.

Well, well, people say to me, some, some people say to me,  well, COVID is over.

No, no, it's, it's not over. Um, the, the, uh, basic reason why we're in this mess. SEll,  is because of gain of 
funcEon research,  which, uh, was, uh, supported by Fauci, paid for by Fauci. And gain of funcEon research is 
creaEng new, virulent, highly pathogenic viruses that do not occur in nature. And this is being done  in 
laboratories all over the world.

And despite  what we have seen, the carnage that we've seen over the last four years.  I'm sorry to say  that gain 
of funcEon research has not been outlawed, has not been banned, is sEll ongoing, and it is sEll ongoing even in 



Australia. And what could possibly go wrong? There is no  high level,  uh, BL 4 lab in the world  that is involved in 
this sort of research, doesn't have a history  of a leak.

They all, at some Eme, leak.  And when you're dealing with these viruses, which could take  a huge toll on 
mankind,  uh, to my mind, this is nothing short of insanity.

Mad scienEsts around the world mining for, mining for, um, for issues, mining for, for drama. It's just, man, why 
do we do it?

I mean, before we get onto those reports, uh, and the data, Philip, I'm, I mean,  on the background of what 
you've just said, and, you know, it, it, it's out there in the media now and in, in.

On YouTube. You can, you can see it freely anywhere at Senate hearings and the like. I mean,  we learned last 
week that there was a, an assassinaEon, uh, order put on Julian Assange by the CIA. I mean, how, we're at war 
with ourselves aren't we? I mean, how has there not been, uh, an order placed on some of these grubs that, that 
are doing this?

I mean, they are surely, uh, a threat to humanity. I mean, they should be taken out.

Yeah, look, look, I've, uh,  struggled to,  uh, stay in my lane as it were, uh, with COVID and the jabs for  four years 
now.  And, um,  it was COVID and this, uh,  pandemic, as they call it,  um, which woke me up to other things 
going on in the world, which, which I won't get, get into here, but  it made me  really reassess, um, uh,  the truth 
Of what's going on in the world and what we've been told, and I have to say that  if I were to  be asked to lay the 
blame,  the primary responsibility for this mess  at the doorstep of one  group,  it would be the media,  because  
if you don't have an honest, transparent, curious media  That informs the public.

We are lost. There is no democracy.

Yep.

And I'm sad to say  that when you look at  things like,  uh,  what's gone on, how the COVID  pandemic has been 
reported, even the other night with this  Clayton's channel seven  debate, it wasn't a debate at all. Because there 
was no one there to really debate the signs or the.

clinical safety and efficacy, although,  um,  Professor Gigi Foster did an amazing job at poinEng out, uh, some of 
the shortcomings. Uh, the other members of the panel, uh, took no noEce.  She knows more  about the social 
impacts  Of the, uh, uh, policy errors that had been made in her liXle finger  than the other panelists would know
in their lifeEme.

And yet, uh, they, they showed  really no interest in listening to what she had to offer. And I would have thought 
if you want to review  what has happened and prevent it from happening again,  Gigi Foster is one person you 
should listen to.

Absolutely, you should. And, uh,  we're, uh, we're, we're toying with the idea of hiring a large theatre in Sydney  
to accommodate, uh, people like yourself on a panel on stage.

With another panel of, uh, of people who have a different viewpoint in, uh, in medicine and science in Australia, 
and we want to see that debated on stage. We're, uh, we're seriously considering that. I'll be spending some 
Eme with Professor Angus Dalgleish in New Zealand in late September.  I'll put the idea to him and we'd like to 
get some other people on, including yourself, Phil, but, um, uh, I think it's, the Eme has come when some of 
these people should front up, people like Nick Catesworth.

And they should front up on stage and let the people decide. I reckon it would be a packed house if we did that. 
And I think we need to, uh, we need to really invesEgate that and we will. But before, as you've menEoned, the 



media, before we go into other issues, you know that what you did watch the spotlight program, um, the next 
morning at the front of channel seven in Melbourne, something incredible happened.

And I just want to share screen. Uh, this takes about a minute and I'll share screen and we can have a look at that
because it is absolutely incredible.

You're my sweetest addicEon. You're my strongest inspiraEon. And I love  you,  it's true.  There's no mountain I 
could not climb as long as you are around.

And I  Thank you  for being here.  Been waiEng for you all my life.  You are my dream come true.

You're the light in the dark and sad world of mine. We'd be lost if not for you, and I love you more. There you 
have it. That's, uh, that's a very touching tribute to

those people. For those of you who don't know, and those of you who think this is all fake and it's all set up, 
those people are the vaccine dead and the vaccine injured.  And that's just a proporEon of them. And that's 
called the Forest of the Fallen. And I know that people who watch this program and others would know about 
the Forest of the Fallen, but we know we're reaching people outside the Echo Chamber.

That's the Forest of the Fallen,  and that is why a proper invesEgaEon at Channel 7 on that program should have 
been conducted on Sunday night, but it wasn't. It was a whitewash.  Philip. I

get, I get very emoEonal when I, when I see that  each one of those  bamboo sEcks  represents  either a death or 
someone who has been  seriously injured, and that's not all of them.

That's only a Eny fracEon.  I work with Rosie Marshall, who  is an ordinary person who I met in my campaign  for 
Manly when we were trying to spread the word. I remember.  And she has spent

countless weeks and months  erecEng those  installaEons.  And, uh, it's just heartbreaking.

Well, Johnny, Channel 7 are clearly, like all the others, complicit  in something that will be, I'm sure, apologised 
for in the House of Parliament in 50 years Eme.  But it's happening now  and we're sick and Ered of seeing our 
government apologizing  to a whole bunch of different people half a century aeer the event that could have been
stopped if the government and the mainstream media did their job.

Not only that,  right now they're giving themselves awards.  For what they've done.  It's  in my opinion, it's 
nauseaEng.

Well, not only that, Phil, uh, you know, a report came to us yesterday. The West is from the, I think it was the 
West Australian newspaper. Uh, the West Australian government is up for a bill of 4 million to dispose of Eme 
expired rat tests.

That's one liXle thing. I mean, that's nothing compared to what we've just seen useless. This just goes on and on 
and on. And why the general public are not outraged by this is purely and simply because the mainstream media 
do not give it the impetus that it needs. Exactly.  Not at all.  Look, there's so much more going on.

We want to unpack your criEque of that spotlight program. But first of all, let's talk about some documents that 
have surfaced today.

When,  um,  the government,  uh, does not  correctly and honestly  record and encourage adverse drug reacEon 
reporEng  to assess  The real safety or lack thereof of any therapeuEc,  um,  and if there is limited clinical trial 
data  supporEng the safety of any new drug as there was with the COVID jabs,  what do you use to assess the 
safety?



This,  there's no  real quanEtaEve tool  that is specific  to do that.  So  many of us  worldwide have had to resort 
to looking at the staEsEc excess deaths, which is basically  the number of deaths from all causes  this year by 
comparison to previous years.  And  excess deaths.  I didn't even know the term excess deaths prior  to COVID, 
but I, but I do now,  and it's a very important staEsEc because  people  either are alive or they die, so that 
number is difficult to fudge.

You can fudge why they're dying,  um, and that's another argument, but what I can say to you is that in 2020,  
when there were no  COVID jabs.  And the SARS CoV 2 virus was at its most virulent.  Excess deaths, for example, 
in Australia  were low. Very, very low. In fact,  deaths assigned to COVID,  even assigned to COVID then based on  
inappropriate PCR tests, and that's, that's another discussion,  ranked 38th,  just behind  slip and fall deaths.

That's how rare it was.  But in 2021 mid from about mid 2021 onwards.  There was a surprising increase of 
deaths from a number of causes of cardiovascular. There was strokes, heart aXacks,  neurological diseases, 
cancers, and so forth.  That's hard to explain away.  And  documentaEon has been accumulaEng. And this is one 
document,  uh, which we, uh, presented  to every  Parliamentarian every state and federal  poliEcian in Australia 
wriXen by there's about,  uh,  25 authors there, including myself, but I was lucky enough to be able to to 
contribute.

So the poliEcians can't claim that.  They don't know about excess deaths, and they've resisted,  um, an 
invesEgaEon of excess deaths. They voted that down three Emes. Finally, they agreed to  a,  an inquiry, brief, or 
one, they assigned one day to it. One day to an excess death inquiry.  And it's excess deaths that is really  
demonstraEng  the real lack of.

safety of these injecEons and the excess deaths are conEnuing. Uh, the paper that, that received a lot of, uh, 
interest just recently is the Kobander and Ressner  paper from Germany.  And, uh, that, uh,  Analyzed all cause 
mortality in Germany, and it's showing that excess deaths is conEnuing into the third year.

In the beginning,  we saw a spike in excess deaths due to acute effects. Acute effects of things like stroke and 
heart aXack. But things like cancer and  neurodegeneraEve diseases occur over a longer period of Eme.  And now
I think we're seeing more of those that demenEas and so forth,  but  I'm afraid to tell you  that that's not new 
news.

Um, there, there have been publicaEons before, for example, a publicaEon from Norway that I've menEoned in 
my substack,  uh, by Arstead, which, uh, uh, concluded, and I, and I can quote it because I have it here on my 
screen, analyses of 31 countries weighted by populaEon s size show that all cause mortality.

During the first nine months of 2022 increase more the higher the 2021 vaccinaEon uptake.  That's over 31 
countries. They related  the vaccine uptake to all causes of death. The more vaccinated, the higher the death 
rate.  Now,  you can sit back and say, oh,  that doesn't prove anything, but it's very, very strong evidence.

Yeah.  And in light of liXle evidence of safety to the contrary for the jabs,  it's very compelling.  So this isn't new 
news, it's quite consistent with the data that's been presented  around the world. And that's why a lot of people, 
including myself,  conEnue to say  these things should never have been approved.

They cause more harm than good,  and they should be taken off the market now. And yet,  vaccine mandates in 
this country are sEll in place.  SEll in place. In fact, people are sEll wearing masks. And there's no scienEfic 
evidence for masks. Fauci has admiXed that.  And yet,  why isn't the media, the mainstream news media,  
reporEng this stuff?

It's unbelievable, isn't it? It's unbelievable. What

can  you say? I mean, we're sijng here dumbfounded for a minute because,  uh, we've been shouEng this from 
the rooeops now for three years. What more can we say? Um,  all we want is for this to be thoroughly and 
properly examined,  but there's a reEcence which was clearly demonstrated by that program the other night on 



channel seven with Michael Usher and, uh, and John, the leXer, leXer to the Australian journal of general 
pracEEoners.

Have you got that there?

I have, mate. Yeah, I can read that. So, um,  this was a leXer that was, uh, sent in, uh, and I'll just read a bit of it. 
Um,  so the heading is, should we now discuss possible COVID 19 vaccine negaEve effecEveness? QuesEon mark. 
And this is from July, 2024 correspondence to, to the publicaEon.

Um,  CommendaEons are due to  AJGP, which is the Australian Journal of General PracEEoners, and Professor 
Robert Tindall for their recent arEcle published in the April 2024  issue, including the bold statement, because 
COVID 19 vaccines were approved without long term safety data and might cause immune dysfuncEon, it is 
perhaps premature to assume that past SARS CoV 2 infecEon is the sole common factor in long COVID.

The possibility that long COVID could be related to the vaccines is important, but the focus here is on the noEon 
that the vaccines could cause some sort of immunosuppression, especially as noted by Professor Tindall,  since 
the spike protein exhibits  pathogenic characterisEcs, to say nothing of the class switch to LGG4 anEbodies, 
which Professor Tindall thinks could lead to to autoimmunity and cancer.

I have speculated as much, noEcing many data sets indicaEng that not only does COVID 19 vaccine effecEveness 
appear to decline very rapidly, varyingly for infecEons, hospitalizaEons and even deaths, it can reach zero, no 
effecEveness, and beyond. NegaEve effecEveness. Uh, now I understand that that was wriXen by, um, a 
gentleman who has a bachelor in pharmacy, uh, and a PhD that, uh,  um, Ralph Laa.

Yeah. Uh, he's associate lecturer,  uh, fa ss, I'm not sure what that means. Um,  at University of Sydney Newso 
Wales.

Yeah, I've, I've heard of him and, and he has tesEfied before an inquiry, uh, uh, before a commiXee of the U. S. 
Senate.  And he, uh, does know what he's talking about. Uh, the, the idea that, uh, these COVID jabs, uh, have a 
negaEve  efficacy,  uh, negaEve vaccine efficacy has been known for some Eme because, uh, the hospitals, uh, 
were reporEng, especially in New South Wales, New South Wales hospital system was one of the best sources of 
informaEon, which related,  uh, the people in hospital who were there for COVID and whether or not they were 
in ICU.

or not, and how many jabs they had. Uh, that was being reported up unEl the end of 2023  when, uh, it, it, it 
became apparent that there was a direct relaEonship between the people in hospital, the numbers of people in 
hospital and ICU with serious COVID and the number of jabs that they So they stopped reporEng the data.

They no longer report.  that sort of data  across the world. I know of no other place that is rouEnely reporEng  
the number of serious COVID cases  and  relaEng that to the number of jabs and boosters that people had. It 
would seem to be a fairly important thing to do.

Especially now, as we're in the middle of the world's largest medical experiment, so we were told.

Yeah. Surely it's all about data collecEon, not hiding the data. Yeah.

That's, that's exactly right. This, this business about long COVID  is, uh,  really interesEng because, um,  the, uh,  
the toxicity of the virus  is, uh, directly. Uh, uh, related and responsible to the, to the, uh, spike protein and guess
what? The COVID jabs produce spike protein.

So  how does one know  that long COVID is not a vaccine injury?  Now,

what you're saying is, what you're saying is that, that, that the, um, that, uh, long COVID is a camouflage net 
they're throwing over vaccine injury.



Exactly. And there are studies that, uh,  that have shown that, uh, people who not had COVID  19 but had the jab 
have exactly the same symptoms as those people that describe  long COVID.

There's some good, good studies that show that.

Gejng back to the program on Sunday night, the spotlight program,  um, you, you watched it all the way 
through, I assume. Mm hmm.  I did. It was hard, but I did.  Uh, Professor Boy, um, have you had anything to do 
with him? He's, he's involved with the, uh, TGA.

I've never met him,  but he has been, um,  a  mouthpiece for the,  to promote the vaccines, uh,  nearly from the 
beginning.

I, I don't know what his relaEonship is  to the industry  or his connecEons. But I would be one who would be in 
favor of insisEng that any health professional  like this gentleman who spoke publicly in support of the vaccines 
should disclose any conflicts of interest  before they speak.  And uh, this is, this is a real problem because um,  
uh,  the, the public tends to trust,  used to trust,  doctors and people in white coats, and it's hard for them to 
believe that, that maybe they're not telling the truth or the full truth.

And, uh, many of the people that you, you hear from.  Either have direct or indirect conflicts of interest with Big 
Pharma.  And, uh, that should really be disclosed. I can disclose, I've, I've never been paid to do what I'm doing. I, 
I have no connecEons with Big Pharma now. I, I reEred many years ago.  But people who speak to the public  in 
an authoritaEve way  should declare their interests,  conflict of interest.

What did you think of his comment that the TGA  needs more funding?

No,  they just need to do their job.  Now,  the TGA,  I know them because I worked with them for over 40 years.  
They are not incompetent.  They know what they're doing.  And  as I've said on many occasions,  given what we 
now know,  that really sends shivers up my spine.

Because they know the truth.  And they just need to do their job.  They don't need more money.

I want to reiterate that, uh, the TGA, Australian TGA, is the recipient of the highest level of funding of any other 
TGA around the world from Big Pharma. 95 percent of their funding comes from Big Pharma. So the fox is 
guarding the hen house.

Yeah,

that, that's exactly right. No, the answer is not more money. They just need to do their job and be more 
transparent and responsible.

Do we need another? Do we need an Australian CDC?

Absolutely not. We can see what  the U. S. CDC did to the world. Um, we're just finding out now how  drug 
research  and clinical trials and publicaEons are controlled by organizaEons like  the NaEonal InsEtute of Health 
in the U.

S., the  CDC in the U. S. and maybe the NH and MRC here, right? I mean,  the parallels are inescapable. Try and 
get a grant to criEcally analyze  the effect of carbon dioxide on climate.  Try,  try, try and get a grant.  Or try and 
do a study and publish it.  This is, um,  this is shaken,  um,  the whole basis. of scienEfic endeavor.

Science used to be something that you could trust  and now with COVID, as we've all learned,  uh,  you, you 
really, the average per person has, has not a chance of really criEcally evaluaEng  what is true and what is not 



true.  Uh, they don't have Eme to do it.  They're not skilled to do it and they can be easily fooled  really easily 
fooled.

Most doctors who have been prescribing the vaccines. I think have been fooled maybe in the back of their minds.
There's this niggling doubt, but they can't afford  to let that come to the surface. Most of them.  I've met a lot of 
them who've sacrificed an awful lot to tell the truth,  but they're in a minority.

Hmm.

Johnny.

Yeah, Philip, I, I, interesEngly, I sEll think there just seems to be such a, a, a big gap between  those of us that are 
on one side, uh, you know, from our posiEon, uh, to professionals on the other side and I'll, I'll, I'll give you an 
example. I, I. I put a post out on my  Facebook page, uh, that Russell Broadbent had, had, uh,  put up about 
ivermecEn in Parliament  and the local pharmacist got quite, um, upset that, you know, I'd put that up and said a 
number of things, but then went on to say somebody then quesEoned him about whether the vaccines were safe
and he said, yes, safe and effecEve.

And he goes on to say,  uh, because I put up some, some, some stuff, uh, he says, I appreciate John Larder. I 
appreciate that anecdotes are important and individual experiences resonate deeply with us all. I also appreciate 
that people have suffered side effects from vaccines, something that can happen with any vaccine or medicine, in
fact, any medical intervenEon at all.

However, the vast body of evidence available to all of us at this Eme shows that the Pfizer And Moderna vaccines
are safe, as safe as any other vaccine.  The evidence is also clear that they prevented many deaths and serious 
illness due to COVID.  Furthermore, I appreciate that the doctor professor you menEoned may be prominent in 
this field, but we don't pracEce eminence based medicine.

We pracEce evidence based medicine. Evidence that is peer reviewed. Sadly, I suspect that this is the wrong 
crowd and the wrong planorm to have this discussion.  And that was in relaEon to a, a comment that I'd made 
about Angus Dalgleish, uh,  reiteraEng that these vaccines will make,  uh, thalidomide look like a pimple on your 
bum.

What that person  is really saying  is that they have been told these things  by people who he or she trusts.  
When those people say  the TGA says the vaccines are safe and efficacious  because it's the TGA and the TGA says
there's a lot of data to support that,  that person believes it.  That's the  problem that we have.

It's only when you criEcally analyze the data and look beyond the narraEve that's been propagated. By the 
government,  does the truth reveal itself?  And the truth is there for all to see.  Unfortunately,  it's  mainly in 
excess deaths. Yes, there's anecdotal evidence. And I, I know people who have died. I know people who have got 
the jab.

Doctor friends of mine, who I tried to discourage them from gejng the jab. Their blood pressure's gone through 
the roof. Arrhythmias.  Traveling around with me in my car, monitoring their blood pressure.  It was so bad,  you 
know,  yes, it's anecdotal,  but when it happens to you or a close friend,  it really comes home, but we can look 
further than that.

If you look at the literature, if you bother to look at the literature,  and I've published an awful lot  in the 
literature that person, I almost guarantee you  has never read  the published reports of anyone like myself.  Who 
has quesEoned the safety and efficacy of these jobs?

Well, that's the issue, isn't it? We have to get to these, uh, people and,  and steer them in the right direcEon.



Look, look, I, I don't,  I don't think  that those people are necessarily  bad people. I think  they were people like 
myself.  I, I spent over four decades in the industry  and I was not aware myself,  how difficult it was.

to really  get to the truth  of a lot of safety issues within the industry. I did not see it myself. So  how can I expect  
others that weren't as deeply involved as myself in the industry  to realize it? So I have to cut them some slack. 
However,  we now have  more than three years of experience with these traps, and the data  is  Overwhelming  
it's overwhelming you you you you either  have to be illiterate  or  so Eme poor that you you you you you can't 
afford to spend the Eme to do it.

or willfully blind,  or emoEonally  incapable of facing the fact. I mean, a lot of people are incapable of doing that. 
If you've  advocated your son or daughter or  mother or father to take the jab and they've been injured, it's very 
difficult for you to say, Oh, that could have been the jab.  From the emoEonal point of view very difficult to face 
and I can understand that I have sympathy for that.

But the reality is the reality  and  the problem we're facing right now is that  if  we don't  face up to the truth,  
this is going to happen again.  And  we can't afford to let this happen again. There's been  too much damage 
done.  We just can't afford to let this happen again.

I just want to read you a text I got from Brad Hill at the Cali Hotel.

Uh, we screened his interview, uh, just a few nights ago, Johnny, as you remember. And we interviewed him 
because he, he's conducEng a lot of wakes at the hotel in the Hunter Valley, a lot more than usual. And he's 
talking to people across the bar. Now this is anecdotal, of course.  Uh, and this is what he says, dead set.

This is insane. And he menEons a guy's name, who only just buried his father a fortnight ago, is just telling me at 
the bar that one of his neighbors, a young lady, has died today.  In the next breath he says, yeah, been a rough 
day. The younger brother taken to hospital today as well, been diagnosed with some sort of aggressive cancer.

The bloke standing at the bar next to him goes on to say, that's no good. I've got to bury my sister in law next 
week, the cancer got her as well. They have no idea what's going on, to my knowledge anyway. Like honestly, 
you just couldn't make this stuff up.

There are oncologists,  world class  oncologists,  who are ringing the alarm bells.

And  it's so difficult to get  people in authority, the bureaucrats and the government to listen.  We've all seen the 
videotapes of,  of, uh,  uh, parliament in the, in the UK where, where this is raised and they, they scurry out of 
the chamber  to be able to claim that they didn't hear what was being said.  And  how long does this have to go 
on for before  something is really done.

Um,  does it,  I, I, I thought that when a few  famous names  died unexpectedly  aeer injecEon,  sports stars and 
so forth, and you, you know who I'm talking about,  that people would have started to,  to ask some quesEons. 
But this has gone far beyond that. Now we, we have these staEsEcs. The Australian Bureau of StaEsEcs.

Has now changed  the mathemaEcs to report  excess debts because it was becoming embarrassing.  It was 
changed in the UK  and they changed it here as well in the effect is  to reduce to lower the reported incidents of 
excess debts.  That's not the job of the Australian Bureau of StaEsEcs.  The Bureau should be reporEng  
accurately  and they should be defending.

their change  to the model that they use.  Because excess deaths is the only thing we have. If the TGA aren't 
doing their job in terms of reporEng cause and effect, in assessing  these  hundreds of thousands of reported 
cases of adverse events, they're If they're just hand waving them away, and I think they've admiXed to,  uh, I 
think the number is about 16 vaccine related deaths at the moment.

That's it.  If they're not doing their job.



You're right, Philip. They, uh,  there needs to be a naEonal task force,  uh, iniEated by the police commissioners 
to invesEgate these.  Uh, deaths, uh, this, this is criminals, murder, uh, call it whatever, whatever you like. I 
mean, there has to be some form of invesEgaEon. You just can't ignore this. I mean, they, they want to,  uh, run 
inquiry into basic stuff, but they won't look at this.

I've, I've made Uh, at least two separate,  uh, journeys to the police. Uh, I've, I've  tried on numerous occasions to
contact the homicide commander in New South Wales, uh, a guy by the name of Dan Doughty. He's never 
returned one phone call, one email. I mean, this whole thing is just  crook. Uh,  they get away with this.

Um, I mean,

it's, it's, it's, it's undermining  the confidence. Yeah. in  our medical system to begin with. I mean,  the poliEcians, 
you could never trust them, but,  but you, most, most of us trusted our doctors and we trusted our scienEsts.  
You just can't trust them now,

but it also, that's what it's come to. It undermines our faith in the judiciary and law enforcement,

judiciary as well.

And if you needed any,  Reminder of just how bad this is. I mean, the light bulb moment for those people that, 
that, uh, aren't awake,  uh, on spotlight the other night, the one, the one moment that, uh, that I think really 
should have woken people up was Karen Phelps. Now here, we've got a doctor. That is injured  from the vaccine.

She admits it.  Her partner is severely injured. I mean, she, she, she gave a, uh, a list of, of, uh, of issues that 
came right out of the Pfizer handbook.  There is no doubt, uh, that they are injured. Karen Phelps went on to say 
that the reporEng to the TGA in regard to vaccine injury is grossly underreported.

Now,  I don't know what's going on in her headspace, but then she was then talking about gejng the vaccines. 
Uh, her partner said she wouldn't touch them with a 10 foot barge pole, which, which  you wouldn't blame her. 
Uh, but I mean, I don't know how anyone thinks this is random stuff. You've got two people in the one household
that are injured by the same, by the same vaccine Pfizer.

One of them's a medical doctor who says the injuries are grossly underreported.  And that's because people were
gaslighted because nobody gave  any credibility to the fact that these people were suffering from vaccine injury 
when they turned up at hospitals. Uh, with palpitaEons, with heaviness in their chest, with all sorts of 
unexplained, um, issues that were going on.

Headaches, blood pressure issues, one minute somebody had high blood pressure, next minute they had low 
blood pressure. It was all a big mystery, everyone was baffled. Well, there's nothing to be baffled here. It goes

beyond anecdotal reports. I mean, this, this paper that was published on June the Uh, 21st, uh, a few days ago, 
uh, by Holscher and, and McCullough and co.

Uh,  was actually  a report that was published many months ago in Lancet,  and it was a bombshell report of 
cause of death as analyzed by autopsy. The people that were.  The literature was full of individual reports of 
people who  died suddenly aeer vaccinaEon  and  McCulloch and co  reviewed these reports  and they disElled 
them down to about 325 reports, which were, which they assessed as being  comprehensive reports, which 
included vaccine status and good autopsies.

And they reported  that 73. 9 percent  of the reports of these 325  autopsies that were reported worldwide were 
due to the jabs  within an average of about 14 days.  Now, that was just republished now. In preprint form, but 
Lancet,  which is considered to be one, if not the  leading  authoritaEve medical journal in the world,  brushed it, 
stomped on it,  took it offline.



Now,  if that sort of thing  happens, how are we supposed to know what  the facts are?

You

can't.

Then Dr. Sanjeev on that panel. I don't know. He can't remember his last name,  uh, said, uh, when Gigi Foster 
challenged them to look at, uh, some alternaEve points of view on this,  his only comment was, well, the World 
Health OrganizaEon is wanEng to crack down on misinformaEon.

Yeah.

According to Dr. Daniel Ninio.

Isn't that, isn't that interesEng?

According to Dr. Daniel Neneo, who keeps messaging us wanEng to come onto the program, you've appeared 
with him on another program.  Uh, you and McCullough and, uh, Dalgleish and all the others, you're all cooked.  
There's, you're all, um, radical cuckoos.

Um,

right.

So

I'd like to, I'd like to  hear a criEcism of, of anything that I say. I, I've, um,  uh, been, uh, publishing and presenEng 
in many places.  And, um, I have yet to, uh, receive, uh, any credible  criEcism of, of what I said. I, I'd, I'd welcome
any criEcism. If I, if I've said anything that, um, is, is incorrect, uh, or I've, uh, provided misinformaEon or 
misquoted anyone.

I would be the first one to really want to hear about that. But  unfortunately, there's been a lack of  willingness  
to debate. Um, the, the people who are, uh, supporters of the JAB, uh, really don't want to do that. They want to 
rely on this. They fall back on this misinformaEon, disinformaEon thing from the WHO, right, who's, uh, headed 
by Ted Ross, who's unelected, unaccountable.

Total immunity and supported by Bill Gates. So what could go wrong there?

Well, and the thing is, Dr. Ninio is going to come out and say, I'll debate you, but you've already done that. But 
I've, I've tried to debate him. I want to, I want to say this to Dr. Ninio who keeps pestering us. I'll tell you what, 
when you can arrange for Philip Altman and Peter McCullough  and Angus Dalgleish to appear on a mainstream 
media program and tell the truth about what they're doing and what's happening and what evidence they have, 
we'll put you to air on Club Grubbery.

Yes, and I would insist up front that he reveal  his connecEons, if there are any,  with the industry, who he's 
talked to in the industry. What his relaEonship is to the industry and any conflicts of interest. I will declare mine  
and we can start a debate on that basis.

I have, uh, received,  uh, a message  you can, you got, here we go.

Uh, received a message  showing, uh, a  Facebook post put up by.  The doctor we're talking about on a social 
media on obviously social media planorm.  Uh, he says, I remain convinced that the vaccines prevent death and 



severe COVID and could and cause severe side effects in a very, very small minority. And that this is a price worth
paying to prevent more death and suffering from COVID.

Then he has to put some numbers around that. That's, that's a bumper sEcker.  Okay, that's a, that's a bumper 
sEcker. A bumper sEcker. I, I want to hear, I want to hear some facts and some data.  Right.

But he doesn't give you that when you debate him, like, no, of course not. You don't, you don't hear it. It's all 
from the

course, not,

um, but yeah, anyway, we, we would happily have, uh, Dr.

Nick Catesworth on to, uh,

uh,  I, I'd be happy to chat with Nick as well.

I  know this is gejng a bit like cafe locked out here with the, uh, with the videos, but I just sent you a video 
actually, uh, that was put up by John O'Looney. Um, now I'm just wondering whether we might be able to 
intertwine this in. I think this is very, very interesEng.

Um, it's a surgeon, um,  undertaking a, um, uh, procedure. Uh, I'm not sure whether it's a,  uh,  Cardiovascular 
procedure or neurological near near a neuro procedure. I'm not 100 percent certain, but, um,  what the surgeon 
says during this, uh, operaEon, it should, should,  should be mine. Mind blowing to everyone. Um,  I mean, it just 
gives you more evidence of what everyday surgeons are seeing,  uh, throughout these, these operaEons.

Yeah,

right. Um, and do that right now.

Um,

once again, I'll do some ediEng here.

I think if we'll give any boosters, we need to check the anEbody for the paEent because I think that booster 
causes, and then the booster vaccinaEon.  I think if we'll give any boosters, we need to check the anEbody for 
the paEent because I think that booster causes vasculites for the paEent with the previous infecEon  and show 
exactly what's going to be in this guy's  Like remember the other side, we couldn't do anything because it's totally
occluded.

And we're seeing this so oeen now that we don't understand.  I think that COVID and COVID vaccinaEon have to 
be a risk factor for, for  cardiovascular disease.

So look at this.  This was going to the brain of the paEent.  Nothing will dissolve this TPR, anything like this.  
Definitely

so interesEng, uh, uh, comments there. Hoodie, I mean, the surgeon there saying that he, he was aXribuEng, uh, 
that to,  to the vaccines. Uh, and, uh, he also went on to say that, uh, TPA,  uh, which is basically like a, uh, a 
thrombolyEc, uh, you know, draino, uh, that can be used, um,  has no effect.  and  horrendous stuff.

These, these are not normal clots.  There's been a lot, uh,  said about them, but not in the mainstream news 
media, of course.  Uh, they're amyloid, uh, basically amyloid, rubbery clots.  And, uh, if you, if you, uh, look at, 
uh, some of the, uh,  uh, morEcians that have been interviewed, especially by John Campbell.  Um,  on his, um,  



on his website, um, you will, you will see that, um,  uh, these morEcians are absolutely shocked at what they're 
now seeing, and they haven't seen this sort of thing before.

They're occurring  mainly, uh,  uh, aeer people have died, but, uh, they can occur in people who are living. And 
I've, I've met one such person.  Who, who has these amyloid clots and there are almost impossible to get rid of.  
Um, no one really knows the exact mechanism of acEon, but, uh, it might have to do with, uh, what's called 
frame shieing, with the, uh, geneEc code, uh, that's contained in the mRNA.

It's, it's, uh, Uh,  we don't have enough Eme to go, go into it here, but there are some theories as to why those 
things are occurring. I

want to share something else again, uh, that also has come out today from channel nine. It's not a video clip, but,
um,  let me share this with you.  It's a post on Facebook from, uh, Tofafield.

Life expectancy falls for the first Eme in decades. Channel 9 News. Life expectancy in Australia has dropped for 
the first Eme since the mid 1990s.  Excuse me.  A boy and a girl born in Australia in 2020 to 2022  can expect to 
live on average 81. 2 years and 85. 3 years, respecEvely, according to a new government report which is released
every two years by the Australian InsEtute of Health and Welfare.

Thank you.

So that's on channel nine.

Now, that's something that, uh,  when, when you look at evidence, you,  you look  for  a range of evidence and a 
breadth of evidence and a depth of evidence. Whenever you're a scienEst, you don't grab onto  a single bit of 
evidence, a single anecdotal report, but everything that we've been talking about  is consistent.

It's consistent.  Time wise with the introducEon  of these gene based injecEons that the world  had never  seen 
before  and were very poorly researched.  And as we now know,  as now has been admiXed and found out  that  
a number of deaths were covered up in  the iniEal clinical trials and not reported in a Emely way  to give a beXer 
chance for these things to be approved.

by the US FDA.  Now,  to my mind,  uh, there's been criminal behavior here, and there are legal cases going on  in
the US, especially in the state of Kansas.  Very specific allegaEons are being made.  So,  FISA is in court in, in this 
Kansas case, and Uh, a lot of the things that we've been discussing will be tested in the court of law.

And it'd be very interesEng to see what happens.  But the truth has to come up. But  at, at the moment,  the 
judiciary here,  in terms of its performance, has been very disappoinEng  in terms of being recepEve toward 
hearing  factual informaEon  presented by a number of experts who are very, very concerned.

And, uh, the judiciary seems to be  instructed, that's how it appears to me, by the government to follow a  
certain line and not give air Eme  to people who are quesEoning the safety and efficacy of these, of these 
injecEons. Thank you.

Well, Industrial Commissioner, Lyndall Dean came out in favour of, uh, of, of the evidence that's being presented 
from a common sense standpoint, and she sent away for re educaEon.

Yeah.

By the Industrial RelaEons Commission. I mean, how much more evidence do people need that there's an agenda
here that's being followed by all facets of government?



Well, Phil, it's been, uh.  It's been great gejng your insight into all of this and we must conEnue to contact you 
and get you on the program because you always allude to things  that need to be alluded to and we thank you so 
much for coming on and  I think we we need to bring this to a close with a prayer.

for doing what you're doing. I say it all the Eme because when the mainstream  News media has let us down.  It's
people like you that, uh, we need to depend upon.

Thank you so much, Phil. Let's, um, let's call on a prayer.  Lord, Father in heaven, we thank you for the 
opportunity of this interview tonight and the program that we've just aired.

We thank you for Dr. Philip Altman and his courage and his dedicaEon to keeping the truth alive, Father God. 
And we just pray that, Some of these truths will start falling on ears that are open and hearts that are willing.  
And we ask you to be with all those beauEful people who have been vaccine injured and lost loved ones, to let 
them know that there is part of this Australian naEon that cares for them, that is concerned about them, and will
keep being their  We thank you for this in Jesus name.

Lord, Amen.  That's it. And we will conEnue to be your voice and, uh,  that's all we can do. I want to give a shout 
out to all the hoodies heroes out there because boy, am I gejng some great reports talking to Dr. Altman, uh, 
earlier before we recorded about a group in, in the Southern Highlands that he's, uh, he's.

Seeing evidence of doing great work.  Um, if you haven't joined Hoodies Heroes, it's, it's really simple to join. You 
go to Hoodies Heroes naEonal page on Facebook. There's various other social media planorms as well. You are, 
you have to answer three quesEons. It's really important that you answer those quesEons.

Uh, we're trying to keep trolls and scammers out. And, uh, if you answer those quesEons, you'll be admiXed to 
Hoodies Heroes and you can join through the state pages, local community groups. In your area, or you can even 
start one because I'll tell you what, these people have been doing this for three years now and they are 
consistent.

They are loving, they're compassionate  and, uh, they're, they're bonding and rebuilding community. So I strongly
urge anyone to join that group. It doesn't cost anything to join, and you're going to meet some amazing people 
that we've met in the last three years. So, um, get over to that.  Johnny www.

clubgrubby. com. au and what's our purpose?

Keep smashing these interviews up to keep the, uh, to get the public informed about what's going on. Uh, 
hopefully we, we break that damn wall. You know, I think it's broken. I think Kerry Chant needs to call the SES. 
The

roof's come off and so, um, yeah, look, it's, it's, um, it's Ering work, but boy, it's rewarding because we are really 
seeing ourselves standing on the right side of history and we must be consistent.

We must be disciplined and we must stay in our lane. This is really, really important. And Dr. Phil Altman, that's 
what you've been doing. You said it during the program. You're trying desperately to stay in your lane as hard as 
it is because we're seeing so many things now starEng to gel with this whole narraEve that are just sinister by 
nature.

And, uh, and we've got to crack it open and, and this is our best chance to crack it open and get some, some real 
debate happening. So, Johnny, you've oeen been heard to say. You just couldn't make this stuff up. You couldn't 
stay out of the trees, everyone. What you did yesterday got you to today. If you love somebody and you haven't 
told them, give them a call and tell them you are much loved and appreciated and thanks for your support.




